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1. Identify and describe the evolving philosophy of punishment within the Corrections sub-system of 

the Criminal Justice system.

2. Identify and Differentiate clients in each of the types of Correctional institutions, the issues and 

challenges each type of client presents to a Correctional institution.

3. Identify the Alternatives to Punishment and describe their impact on the Criminal Justice System 

and society at large.

4. Identify the innovative programs designed for specific Correctional Institutions and describe their 

impact on the Corrections client and society at large.

Outcome Assessment Report

Department: Criminal Justice/Behavioral Science

Course Title and Number: Crim B21 CRN 31097 & 32947

Date of Assessment: 9/16, 10/16, 11/16, 12/16

Date of Previous Assessment for this OutCome: This is the first assessment

Learning Outcome Assessed: Specify SLO#/PLO#/AUO#

Percert meeting or exceeding expectations

Results
Number of Students 

Exceeding 

Expectations

Number of Students 

Meeting Expectations

Number of Students 

that Do Not Fully 

Meet Expectations

Totals

33 22 9

51.56% 34.38% 14.06%

Total meeting or exceeding outcome expectations

The Outcome Narrative

Assessment Plan:

SLO's #1 and #2 were assessed using an in-class quiz on two separate dates 

during the semester. SLO's #1, #2, and #3, with specific emphasis on SLO #3 

were assessed on the midterm. All SLO's, with specific emphasis on SLO #4 

were assessed during the final. The quizzes, the midterm, and the final 

consisted of in-class short answer/essay questions. SLO achievement was 

measured for each SLO, and then aggregated for purposes of the assessment 

worksheet. 



Analysis and Plan for 

Improvement:

Analysis of the data shows that the SLO tools used for Crim B21 Introduction to 

Corrections were successful- the average for successful SLO achievements was 

nearly 86%. 55 of the 64 students either met or exceeded expectations. 

Studentsachieved slightly higher rates of successful SLO attainment on the 

quizzes rather than the midterms and the final. This was likely due to having 

less material to master, as well as fewer SLO's to achieve for the quizzes as 

opposed to the more comprehensive exams. In future, more emphasis will be 

placed on review sessions leading up to each assessment method, as well as 

increasing efforts to encourage students to form study groups and make 

greater use of campus resources such as tutoring center and the writing lab.








